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ABSTRACT 

ADAP'rlNG 1'0CHAOS: AMERICAN SOI.DIERS IN SIBERIA, 1918-1920 
by MAJ G. Scott Gorman, USAI:, 66 pages. 

Military operations are complex and chaotic phenomena. Current theoretical models 
inadequately deal with the increasing complexity and inherent uncertainty of modern 
warhe .  Relying on mechanistic paradigms and reductionist methods of analysis, these 
models fail to account for the inevitable uncertainties of military operations, the 
relationships between the individual military components, and the emergent quslities of 
the military system taken as a whole. 

This monograph suggests a more organic model for military analysis. Beginning with 
an introduction to the theoretical problem, the monograph presents complexity theory and 
the concept of adaptation as a more comprehensive theoretical paradigm. Complexity 
theory originates fkom the study of complex, adaptive systems that exhibit self-organizing 
behavior. Adaptation is the action of systems trying to turn interactions with their 
environment to their advantage. A system adapts by learning about its operating 
environment, anticipating future changes to the environment, and then reorganizing itself 
in response to those changes. By presenting thc military as a complex, adaptive system, 
this study examines methods of improving adaptive effectiveness in increasingly complex 
environments. 

Having outlined the theoretical criteria, the monograph looks at the American military 
intervention in Siberia from 1918-1920 for evidence of tactical adaptation. The 
intervention in Siberia offers an example ofperhaps the most complex of military 
operations, military operations other than war (MOO'TW). IJsing both primary and 
secondary sources, the monograph examines those elements of the military system in 
Siberia most essential for effective adaptation: intelligence, command and control, and 
intbrmation operations. Intelligence provides the awareness of the surrounding 
environment. Command and control provides a unifying purpose to the system and gives 
guidance concerning the reorganization of the system to meet the challenges of the 
environment. Information operations then convey this knowledge about the environment 
and unifying purpose to agents both inside and outside the system. This monograph 
demonstrates that the American military system deployed to Siberia relied on these three 
elements to facilitate tactical adaptation within a complex and chaotic operating 
environment. 

The study concludes that adaptation is essential in complex military operations, 
especially complex M001'W scenarios. The failure to adapt to complexity leads to 
systemic failure in competitive environments. In military parlance, systemic failure 
equates to military defeat. Through adaptation, military systems can avoid defeat during 
complex military operations. 
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Introduction 

But in war, as in ldb generully, all parts r$u whole are interconnected and thus the 
effects produced, however .smull their cuuse, must influence all subsequent militury 

operutions and modvy their,final outcome to some degree, however slight. 

C'arl von C,'luu.sewilz, On war' 

Military systems are non-linear and chaotic.' l'hey are non-linear because the output 

ofthc system is not proportional to the input, the whole is not qualitatively equal to the 

sum of the parts. Like other chaotic systems, military systems are extremely sensitive to 

initial conditions. Minute changes in the operating environment can drastically aflect 

outcomes. Complexity theory provides a method for analyzing the dynamics of non- 

linear, chaotic systems.' Past military analysis has centered on mechanistic, reductionist 

processes that break down complex problcms into manageable pieces. However, by 

reducing systems to isolated pieces, these methods minimize the role of linkages or 

interrelationships between the various parts, the dynamic environment in which the 

system operates, and the sensitivity of chaotic systems to even small changes in initial 

conditions. Unlike past reductionist methods, complexity theory views the system as a 

whole, focusing not only on the dynamic elements that make up the system, hut more 

importantly, on the intricatc interaction between the system and its environment. 

'l'his interaction of system and environment results in adaptation, a central notion 

within complexity theory. Dynamic, complex systems avoid failure or "systemic 

breakdown" by adapting to the changing conditions of their environment. Adaptation is 

the adroit combination of learning fiom the pmt with anticipation of  the future to provide 

a present advantage over competing systems and the surrounding environment. As 

complex, adaptive systems, social organizations such as the military can optimize their 



adaptive effectiveness and increase their chances of success by managing processes 

within their system. Facing increasingly complex environments, modern social systems 

require adaptive effectiveness to prevent "systemic breakdown." For military systems, 

systemic breakdown equates to military defeat. Military systems rely on adaptation to 

prevent breakdown in the midst of increasing complexity. 

The more complex and dynamic the environment, the more important adaptation 

becomes to the health of the system. 'Thanks to the diversity oftasks they cncornpass, 

military operations other than war (MOOTW) prescnt one the most challenging 

environments for the military system. According to Joint I'uhlication 1-02, Depurtment 

of Dqfense Dictionury ofMilitury and As.sociuted firms, the term MOOI'W describes 

military actions that may occur before, during, or after war that encompass military 

capabilities across the range of military operations short of war."chieving success 

across the entire spectrum of conceivable actions within the complex, chaotic, and 

dynamic environment ol'M0OTW requires adaptive cflectiveness from military systems. 

MOOTW taskings are not new, exclusively post-Cold War phenomena. These 

unconventional, politically complex missions have played a shaping role throughout 

American military history. From 1918 to 1920, American forces took part in a MOOTW 

intervention in Russia as part of a coalition that includcd Great Britain, France, and 

Japan. Initially meant to encourage Russia to stay in the First World War against 

Germany, the intent of the Russian intervention transformed after Gcrmany's surrender in 

November 1918 to include shaping the outcome of the IZussian Civil War and protecting 

national interests. Like other MOOTW environments, the environment of intervention in 

1918 was extremely dynamic and complex. American military forces landing in Siberia 



in 1918 soon found themselves engulfed in a chaotic tactical environment. Given unclear 

mission directives, ill-defined operations areas, and the fluid environment of the Russian 

Civil War, success or failure hinged upon the Army's ability to adapt to its changing 

surroundings. Although national policy failed to adapt to thc dynamic strategic situation 

in Russia, the military system was relatively successful at the tactical level. American 

forces in Siberia achieved tactical mission success by demonstrating adaptive 

effectiveness. 

Facing the prospect of similar interventions into even more complex and chaotic 

environments, the American military today needs a systematic approach to military 

operations, to include military operations other than war. The application of complexity 

theory and its associated concept of adaptive efkctiveness provides this systematic 

approach. The case study of MOOTW in Siberia in the light of complexity theory is 

especially relevant to military operations outside of the umbrella of the Cold War, where 

MOU1'W typc scenarios will predominate. Just us was truc in Siberia following the 

Russian Civil War, adaptation will be a prerequisite for success within the complex 

environment of MOOTW. 

This paper offers a new perspective on military operations and provides a historical 

example viewed fiom this perspective. The monograph's goal is to underscore the 

importance of adaptation in the face of increasing military complexity. 'To accomplish 

this goal, the monograph first outlines chaos and complexity theory, relating these 

theories to military operations in general and MOOTW in particular. The monograph 

next explores the concept of adaptive effectiveness in a complex, non-linear environment. 

Having laid the theoretical groundwork, the monograph presents the Siberian intervention 



of 1918-1920 as a historical case study, stressing the tactical complexity of the mission. 

By first examining the chaotic strategic environment ofthe intervention and its governing 

directives, and then surveying the tactical experience of American forces, this study 

analy~esthe adaptive efiectiveness of the military system within the complex 

environment of "peaceful" intervention. This method of analysis provides not only a 

clearer tactical understanding ofthe intervention in Siberia, but also sheds light on future 

requirements ibr the healthy survival of military systems within the complex and 

challenging environment of MOOTW. 

Comvlexitv Theorv and Militarv Operations 

Chaos umpire sits. 

And hy decision more emhroi1.s the.fury 


By which he reigns: next him high urhiter 

Chance governs uN. 


John Milton, 

Theory provides a working model with which to react to the world around us, a lens 

that clarifies the view ofthe surrounding environmcnt. It is a mold that shapes 

ambiguous, amorphous surroundings into understandable forms. Since the 

Enlightenment of the 181h century, Western theory has centered on scientific 

interpretations of  the world. Specifically, Newtonian physics has shaped Western 

understanding of cause and eflect.' Taken from the world of physical mechanics and 

applied across the academic and social disciplines fiom psychology to government, 

Newtonian models speak mechanistically of "the clockwork universe", describing 

cificient social systems as "well-oiled machines". Military theory is not exempt. Thanks 

in large part to the nineteenth century fathers of modern military thought, Carl von 



Clausewitz and Antoine de Jomini, modern military theory also rests upon physical 

concepts borrowed kom the Newtonian paradigm: friction, centers of gravity, geometric 

points and lines, and mechanical synchronization of military operations. The Newtonian 

paradigm dominates modern military theory. 

Even Clausewiti, however, felt the vague nagging that linear, mechanical theories 

inadequately described the complexity of war.6 "Everything in war is very simple," 

wrote Clausewitz, "but the simplest thing is difficult."' With the explosion of 

information technologies and resulting increased awareness of our surroundings, thc 

shortcomings of the Newtonian paradigm are readily apparent, with or without the giR of 

Clausewitzean insight.' The sufficiency of theory depends upon the ability of that theory 

to closely match and describc reality. The recognized disparity between thcory and 

reality across numerous academic disciplines suggests the need for a new theoretical 

paradigm.9 This new paradigm has emerged as "the New Sciences", the holistic, 

systematic approaches that today are pushing aside the reductionist, linear methods of the 

Newtonian scientific model.'0 

At the heart of the New Sciences are the theories of chaos and complexity.'l A 

chaotic system is one that is extremely sensitive to initial conditions. Small changes in 

input result in dramatic and unpredictable changes in output. Weather is perhaps the 

most frequently cited example of a chaotic system and one of the first experimentally 

encountered.I2 Meteorological phenomena are extremely sensitive to small changes in 

initial conditions. 'Taken to thc extreme, w e n  the harmless flapping ofa butterfly's 

wings could conceivably cause the development of a fierce thunderstorm.'"lhis extreme 

sensitivity to initial conditions creates uncertainty within the system. We can not 



anticipate the behavior of the system with certainty because of the relationship of the 

parts to the whole,. When dcscribing system outcomes, we can only speak in terms of 

chance and probability, not mathematically predictable results. Although unpredictable, 

chaotic systems are not entirely random. Even though there is not a direct linear 

connection between the hutterfly and the thunderstorm (i.e. the input is not directly 

proportional to the output), there is still a causal relationship between the two events, 

although extremely complex and difficult, if not impossible, to forecast. Rom these 

complex causal relationships, chaotic systems may produce distinct patterns as evidenced 

in the dramatic art of fractal geometry.I4 

The second integral concept to the new paradigm is that of complexity. In a complex 

system, "...a great many independent agents are interacting with each other in a great 

many ways."" This description implies that there arc two different types of complexity. 

The f i s t  is detail complexity, where numerous parts or agents make up the whole. 'The 

second is dynamic complexity, systems with numerous interactions between agents, 

where cause and effect are subtle and the efrects over time of various interactions and 

inputs are not o b v i ~ u s . ' ~  Full awareness of systems complexity requires not only a 

recognition of the vast number of parts, but also an understanding of the elaborate 

relationships between the individual p'arts that produce the characteristics of the system as 

a whole. Open systems, subject to inputs and interactions hom outside systems and the 

surrounding environment, present yet another level of dynamic complexity.I7 

Keductionist methods, like Newtonian physics, that f is t  isolate system components to 

gain a better understanding of the whole acceptably explain dctail complexity, but do not 

adequately address dynamic complexity. The study of individual trees and animals 



within a forest does not precisely describe the entirety of the forest because it ignores the 

synergistic qualities that emerge from the intricate relationships within this unique 

ecosystem. 

[,kc the forest, the military system is both complex and chaotic.'' The military 

system is made up of hierarchically-nested components, each dynamically interacting 

with one another to produce chaotic effects.19 AS an open system, the military system is 

subject to additional complexity as the result of interactions with the outside 

environment. The weather, the enemy, political relationships, and other external factors 

provide inputs that change both the qualities and the output of the military system. 

Owing to these interactions, the military system is non-linear; the outcome of military 

operations is not necessarily proportional to the inputs to the system. Massive inputs are 

not always required to produce proportionally extensive results. IJncertainty is not only 

an initial condition in war, but is also a product of its dynamic action^.^" Not only is 

there uncertainty of information, but also uncertainty ofefYects. This uncertainty and 

unpredictability, a result orthe complexity of  interactions within and upon the military 

system, is inherently characteristic of military operations." Traditional reductionist 

models inadequately account for the unavoidable uncertainty of complex military 

operations. 

The dynamic nature of modern war adds to the complexity of military systems. 

Changing environments, changing missions, and changing opponents contribute to the 

chaos of current and future military operations. The environment of military operations 

continues to change temporally, spatially, and mechanically. Temporally, command and 

control conducted at the speed of light and weapons delivered at the speed of sound have 



contributed to the increased tempo of military operations. Spatially, the expanse of the 

battlefield has grown to cover the globe; in the future, there may be little distinction 

between the battlefield and the homefiont. Recognizing the changing spatial dimensions 

of modern war and thc cxpanding array of possible military environments, military 

theorists and doctrine writers have replaced the word "battlefield" with the more 

inclusive "battlespace". Mechanically, technological innovations have produced quicker, 

deadlier, and more destructive ways of interacting within the military environment. The 

diversification of military missions has created additional complexity by adding both to 

the details (increasing the number of parts) and dynamics (increasing the number of 

interactions between agents) of the military system. Military agents must be tamiliar not 

only with more tools, but also with new and innovative ways of using these tools. As the 

system changes, so too does that of possible opponents. The "systems" opposing future 

military operations will consist not only of conventional military forces, but also of 

tcrrorists, computer hackers, economic: criminals, and even Mother Nature. Changcs 

inherent in modem war have greatly incrcascd thc complexity ofthe military operating 

environment. 

More than any other type of military operation, military operations other than war 

(MOOTW) typify the growing complexity of modern military problems. 7he Joint Tusk 

Force (.'ommunder'.s Hundbook,fi)r Peace Operations lists some of the characteristics 

associated with MOO'I'W to include the increased use of asymmetrical means by 

belligcrcnts, the dominance of political objectives, numerous parties to thc conflict 

including non-yovcrnmental and international organizations, the absence of law and 

order, and poorly defined operations areas.** 'The US Army's Field Manual 100-23: 



Peuce Operations notes that the MOOTW environment is often less well-defined than in 

war. "The identity of belligerents may be uncertain and the relationship between a 

specific operation and a campaign plan may be more difficult to define than would 

normally be the casc in war."23 Chaos and unccrtainty reign over the fields of MOOTW, 

making them particularly difficult to plan and conduct using traditional reductionist and 

linear military models. 

Prom the failings oftraditional theory arise new paradigms. These paradigms 

emerging fiom the "New Sciences" not only better describe complex phenomena, but 

also suggest prescriptive measures for operating more effectively within increasingly 

complex environments. Cognition of the system as a whole, the systematic approach 

identified by Peter Senge as "The Fifth l)isciplineW, provides the Iirst means ofdealing 

with complexity. This systematic approach allows individuals and organimtions to avoid 

the reductionist traps of the past hy focusing on wholes instead ofthe numerous parts, on 

intcrrclationships rather than things, on patterns of change rather than static snapshots.2" 

Systems thinking, taking what Clausewitz identified as the "comprehensive rather than 

the specialized approach",2~rovides an antidote for the sense of helplessness in the face 

of increasingly complex situations. It facilitates holistic analysis that does not become 

bogged down in the details. It breaks the deterministic shackles of linear thinking and 

allows guiltless recognition of the existence of uncertainty within complex systems. This 

recognition suggests that the ability to think and respond to events as they untbld is more 

important than the ability to mechanically follow preconceived plans.2" 

The second measure centers on the concepts of self-organization and adaptation of 

systems in the facc of dynamically complex environments. Living systems survive by 



attempting to create advantages for their system over other systems in their environment. 

Within this evolutionary competition, self-organization is the spontaneous arrangement of 

groups of agents seeking mutual accommodation and self interest to promote the good of 

the system. From this self-organization within the system comes the concept of 

emergence, the recognition that collectively the whole transcends the parts because the 

agents of the system act in mutually beneficial ways. Qualitative improvemcnts of the 

whole emerge because of  interactions of the parts. As a spontaneous and unconscious 

phenomenon, self-organization is essentially an undirected and unscripted occurrence. 

Theory can describe its occurrence and perhaps strengthen an awareness of emerging 

systematic qualities, but can not influence its effects. 

Adaptation, on the other hand, can at least be facilitated, if not developed, as a trained 

system characteristic. It involves the constant revising and rearranging of the building 

blocks of a system to give it an advantage over its ~nvironment.~' Adaptation is more 

than just passive defense and survival; it is a proactive measure to meet change head on. 

'1'0 be adaptive requires not only learning, but also anticipation. Learning is raining 

knowledge &om the past; anticipation is essentially knowledge of the future. 'I'o 

ett'ectivcly adapt, a system must not only recognize past failures or present opportunities 

to gain an advantage, hut also forecast conditions in the future to anticipate which 

adaptations will he most effective within this new environment. Successful system 

adaptation requires knowledge of the past and present combined with cognitive 

anticipation of the future. 

Military systems improve their chances of succcss by increasing their ability to adapt 

in a dynamically complex environment. Military systems that adapt in the face of 



dynamic complexity survive and prosper; military systems that fail to adapt, fail to thrive, 

often sufyering the catastrophic consequences of systemic breakdown. Military failure is 

essentially the failure to cope with complexity. In their historical analysis of military 

failure, Militury Misfortunes: 1he Anutomy qf Failure in War, Eliot Cohen and John 

Gooch, distinguished strategic analysts, stress that military failures are not individual 

failures, but systematic failures. Misfortune in war is not the failure of individuals to act 

but rather the failure ofthe system to adequately function within its environment. 

Increasing complexity relieves the burden ofrcsponsibility lrom individual shoulders and 

places it on the back of the system.2R 

Recognizing that chaos and uncertainty inherently exist on the battlefield, complexity 

theory suggests that the key to competing within this cnvironmcnt is not to eliminate 

these conditions. Instead, the key is to learn to thrive within the inevitable chaos. 

Accomplishing this requires not only cognition of chaos and uncertainty (the role of 

theory2'), but also increased flexibility and adaptiveness to effectively operate within this 

dynamic environment. The mechanisms that lacilitate adaptive el'fectiveness reside 

primarily within the cybernetic domain of the military system.:'0 

Shaping the substantive agents of intelligence, commund und control, and in/brmution 

operations provides evolutionary advantagc to the military system. These three areas 

represent sub-systems critical to adaptation. The intelligence sub-systcm provides data 

about the adversary, the environment, and the military system itself necessary for 

learning and anticipation. '1'0 adapt to changing conditions, the system must know that 

change has occurred. Intelligence, in essence, provides the required feedback from the 

complex of interactions within and upon the system. Hased upon this knowledge, the 



command and control sub-system directs the reorganization of the building blocks, the 

combat and support componcnts, within the ovcrall system. It furnishes the purpose or 

overall goal to unite and guide the future actions of these individual components. This is 

the critical rolc of leadership, an essential elcment of'thc command and control sub- 

system, in an adaptive military organization. The information sub-system then conveys 

this goal and knowledge about the changing environment to dements within the system 

to ensure their mutual cooperation." Additionally, it presents a perception of the system 

to outside agents to affect the evolution of the operational environment. The information 

sub-system is the conduit for feedback to and from the system. These three sub-systems 

thus work hand in hand allowing the systcm to adapt: intelligence operations gather data 

about past, present, and future; command and control processes this data into meaningful 

actions and directions; information systems disseminate these directions to agents both 

within the system and in the outside environment. An alternative way of vicwing these 

three components essential to military adaptation is the intelligence sub-system provides 

feedback, the command and control sub-system provides purpose and organization, and 

the information provides "feed forward" to thc system and its environment (see Figure 

1 )?2 

Optimizing each of thesc sub-systems maximizes the adaptive efficiency of the system 

as a whole. Maximizing adaptiveness requires not only efficacy, but also speed. 

A military system must not only functionally adapt to its dynamic surroundings, it must 

also adapt quicker than its adversary. I.ike other living systems, the military system must 

contend with an opposing system that is also adaptive and is, in the creative dance of 
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Figure 1 

coevolution, seeking to gain an advantage over its opponent.33 Military operations are not 

aimed at static, unchanging adversaries. They are aimed at dynamic, thinking, similarly 

adapting systems with hostile intention^.'^ The field of military operations, the 

battlefield, is alter all a competitive environment. 

Given the requircments for successful adaptation, the level of adaptive ell'ectiveness 

of a military system (past, present, or hturc) can be measured to determine its stamina 

under the stress of increasingly complex military environments. Adaptive potential can 

thus be weighed using three criteria. First, intelligence systcms provide accurate data 

about the changing operational environment in a manner that allows the timely adaptation 

of the system. Second, command and control systems furnish a unifying purpose to the 

system as a whole and allow for flexibility and initiative within the system. Finally, 

information systems rapidly disseminate feedback in the form of both knowledge and 

guidance bctwecn systcms components to contend with the ever-changing environment. 



By molding these cybernetic elements, the military system can improve its adaptive 

effectiveness within an increasingly complex environment. IJsing thew three interwoven 

parameters as a historical measure, this study examines the American intervention in 

Siberia from 1918-1 920 for evidence of tactical military adaptation within the complex 

environment of MOOTW. 

The Siberian Intervention. 1918-1920 

Peace huth higher tests of munhood 

Than hurtle ever knew. 


John Greanleaf Whittier, The Hero 

Although the Armistice of November 1918 signaled the end of the "war to end all 

wars" against Germany, it did not bring a definitive end to Allied military operations. 

The war-weary West found itself still mired in the chaos of the Russian Civil War with 

British, French, and American troops in Northern Russia around Archangel while 

Japanese, British, French, Polish, American, and forces of various other nationalities 

were in the Russian Far East near ~ladivostok. '~ Ilussio, in turbulent transition since 

February 191 7, had left the war against Germany in October 1917 with the arrival of 

Lenin and the Bolsheviks and their oiYers of "peace, land, and bread".j6 Lenin was 

initially unwilling to accept German terms of peace. On 3 March 1918, however, the 

Bolsheviks, under military duress, signed the harsh and punitive Treaty of Brest-Litovsk, 

losing two million square kilometers of territory that provided nearly one third of 

Russia's agricultural output and was home to nearly 60 million of its inhabitants." No 

longer subject to the demands of a two-kont war, Germany was kee to concentrate its 



forces against the Western Allies. Ixnin, Trotsky and the Bolsheviks, unfettered by the 

war against thc Central Powers, could focus on eliminating the disparate elements of 

White opposition to their foundering Communist regime. In this complex concoction of 

political and military agents and relations, the Allics saw cause to add their own mixturc 

of military forces. 

In his book The Art qf War, Baron Antoine de Jomini a preeminent Swiss military 

theorist of the nineteenth century, identifies three essentials in wars of intervention: 

"...to secure a general who is both a statesman and a soldier; to have clear stipulations 

with the allies as to the part to be taken by each in thc principal operations; finally, to 

agree upon an objective point which shall be in harmony with the common intcrcsts."" 

'l'he Allies met none ofthese strategic essentials during the Russian intervention. Each 

participant in the first anti-Teutonic, but later pro-Russian intervention had their own 

agenda that competed with the agenda of thcir co-interventionists; hrthermore, all saw 

profit in refraining fiom clearly and openly delineating individual responsibilities and 

objc~tives.'~Histories of the intervention typically associate each agcnt with distinct, 

self-serving motives. The Rench sought to relieve pressure from the Western Front by 

reopening an Eastern Front against Germany. 'l'he British, agreeing in principle with the 

French, campaigned to rid the Bolshevik scourge from Russia, continuing to actively 

promote and encourage the intervention even after the end of the war with Germany. Thc 

Japanese saw an opportunity to build upon their new-found status as a world power by 

playing on the weakness of llussia in eastern Siberia, where they had fought the llussians 

just thirteen years earlier in an attempt to cleanly separate overlapping spheres of interest. 

The Americans, torn bctween Wilsonian idealism and the wartime demands of 



reulpolitik, were unenthusiastic about intervention in the internal affairs of Russia yet 

willing to assist their wartime allies and maintain watch with a suspicious eyc over 

competitors for post-war inil~ence.~" 

These simplified and reductionist explanations of strategic causation fail to adequately 

portray the depth of the complexity of the intervention. An examination of any one agent 

in the operation must necessarily account for its relationships within the complex of 

agents to arrive at a clearer understanding of historical cause and eflect. Within each 

country there was intense wrangling over the wisdom of intervention and its intended 

effects. In the IJnited States, the Secretary of War Newton I).Raker counseled against 

sending military forces into ~ u s s i a . ~ '  General William S. Graves, the commander of the 

expedition to Siberia personally recommended to Wilson by Sccretary Baker, was an 

exemplary soldier but drew complaints Crom Allies about his brusque manner md 

unwillingness to compromise.42 His interpretation of American policy vastly differed 

from that ofthe State Department, greatly complicating the diplomatic process. Viewed 

either under the lens of complexity theory or traditional criteria offered by Jomini, the 

lack of common purpose and intentions predestined the intervention in Ihssia to strategic 

failure fiom the outset. 

In the famous aide-memoire issued to Allied ambassadors on July 17, 1918, thc 

American government approved participation in the intervention and outlined acceptable 

reasons for "military action" in R ~ s s i a . ~  American military intervention in Russia would 

only be admissible to extricate Czech forces trapped in Russia attempting to reach the 

Western Front, to guard Allied military stores at the various ports, and to aid the Russian 

people themselves in "self-government and self-defense". The Czech Legion consisted 



of 65,000 Czech and Slovak soldiers, originally recruited fiom Austro-Hungarian POWs 

and organized to fight against the Germans, that later challenged Soviet authorities along 

a 4000-mile stretch of the Trans-Siberian railroad.'"karing the Irans-Siberian between 

the C7xch Legion and Vladivostok might rescue a sizable combat force for employment 

in the West against the Germans and facilitate the delivery of supplies stockpiled in 

Vladivostok (some 725,000 tons valued at $750 million)45 should the Russians choose to 

reopen the Eastern f i ~ n t . ~ ~  

Behind the muddled contents of the uide-memoire (which Russians were the Allies to 

aide in organizing their selEdefense6?) were unspoken reasons for intervention, both 

political and economic. IJnder the guise of "The Russian Railway Service Corps", led by 

Colonel George Emerson, somc 350 American railway cngineers had already been in thc 

Far East since February 1918 assisting Russian railroad operations.47 Beginning in April 

1918, the Japanese had landed a sizable force in the Russian Far East, ostensibly to live 

up to their alliancc agreements with the Western powers against Germany." Wary of 

Japanese intentions, fearful of the closing of the American "Open Door" in China, and 

pressured by the British and French to live up to her own alliance obligations, the United 

States committed forces to Siberia. 

As commander of AEF in Siberia, Major General William S. Graves faced the 

daunting task oftranslating these equivocal instructions into concrete military guidance. 

Handing him the uide-memoire during a secret meeting at a train depot in Kansas City, 

Secretary Baker warned Gravcs: "Watch your step; you will be walking on eggs loadcd 

with dynamite."4' Military adaptation to complex and chdotic conditions requires a clear 

statement of purposc; Graves was responsible for dcriving this "unifying determinant" for 



the military system deployed into ~iberia.'" For Graves, the instrumental part of the aide-

memoire was the dictum of non-interfmencc with Russian sovereignty. Graves translated 

non-interference into impartiality and neutrality and steadfastly stuck to this position 

throughout his nineteen months as commander of the American Iixpeditionary Force 

(MI') in ~iberia.'' Although drawing the anger of practically everyone else involved, 

Graves' steadfastness, in fact, provided a unifying purpose ibr thc AEI: in Siberia to 

guide its tactical adaptation to the dynamic e n v i r ~ n m e n t . ~ ~  In the absence of any updated 

guidance, Graves' inflexible adherence to his interpretation ofstated policy, although 

arguably a contributing factor to strategic failure by straining relations within the 

political-military system, provided direction for effective adaptation within the dynamic 

and confusing tactical environment. 

IJndcr Graves' command, thc AEF in Siberia was drawn lkom two understrength 

infantry regiments, the 27'" and 31", from the Philippine Islands whose combined 

strcngth of 3100 was less than the authorized strength ol'a full regiment. Graves received 

ordcrs to holstcr these units with an additional 5000 troops fiom his own 8'" Division 

stationed at Camp Fremont, California. Included in this pile of building blocks that 

Graves would organi~e into a military system were a field hospital (including 17 fcmale 

nurses), an ambulance company, a telegraph company, along with staff and intelligence 

personncl from the 81h~iv i s ion . '~All of thc nearly 9000 troops that eventually filtered in 

and out of Siberia were Army regulars; only 5000 of these were truly "combat troops".S4 

These units set sail for Vladivostok beginning August 7, closing out the deployment on 

September 29. 



American troops got their first taste of their chaotic operational environment upon 

arrival in Vladivostok in late August 191 8: 

When American troops walked down the gangplanks at Vladivostok, they entered 
a world in which chaos was the normal state of affairs. The city teemed with 
thousands of military and civilian personnel fiom more than a dozen nations, and 
no one was in charge. In ordcr to safeguard their rcar, the Czechs had reccntly 
overthrown the local administration, which they suspected of being too fiiendly 
toward the Bolsheviks. Adding to the disorder were uncounted tons of supplies 
and equipment strewn about the city and the surrounding hillsides. Mouldering 
bales of cotton lay next to uncrated automobiles and machinery of all kinds. 
Vladivostok was a microcosm of Siberia: the old order had broken down and 
nothing stable had arisen to take its place.5" 

The 9000 American troops were joined in Siberia by some 72,000 Japancse, 65,000 

Czechs, 12,000 Poles, 4200 Canadians, 4000 Romanians, 4000 Russian auxilliaries, 2000 

Italians, 1600 British, and 760 French by the end of 1 9 1 8 . ~ ~  On 18 August, General 

Kikuzo Otani, thc Japanese Commander-in-chief, informed Colonel Henry D.Styer, the 

acting commander of AEF in Siberia in the absence of Graves, that Allied powers had 

entrusted him with suprcmc command of Allied forces in the I'ar East, to includc thc 

American contingent.57 Given that Japanese troops outnumbered American forces by a 

margin of neatly ten to one, Colonel Styer, in the absence of higher guidance, chose to 

obey. IJnder Otani's orders, elcments of the 27"' Infantry began work as railroad guards 

between Vladivostok and Nikolsk-Ossuri, while the 3I" Infantry moved into quarters in 

Vladivostok. On September 1, Graves arrived on scene only to find his units taking part 

in "combined action against the enemy."5R General Graves quickly corrected Otani's 

error of command, informing him of limitations placed upon the use of American troops 

and the necessity for Graves to give all orders for future movernent~.~' So began the 

expedition that General Graves would later label "the Siberian adventure". 



The Americans found an opposing system in Siberia that was in reality a confusing 

conglomeration of numerous agents, each acting for their own diverse interests, united 

only in opposition to American intervention6' In the summer of 1918, there were no less 

than 30 governments in existence in ~ussia."  Buffered by the vast distance from the 

Holshevik capital in Moscow, pillaging bands of peasants and partisans roamed Siberia 

recognizing no authority beyond their own. The Cachs, portrayed by the uide-memoire 

as in need of help, were strung along the entirety of the 'TramSiberian railroad and had 

seized control ofthe city of Vladivostok at its easternmost reaches. White forces under 

the selfproclaimed Russian dictator Admiral Aleksandr Kolchak dominatcd the western 

cnd of the Trans-Siberian from his seat of power in ~ m s k . ' ~  Further east, two Cossack 

chieftains, Semenov and Kalmykov, both known for their barbarity and the atrocities 

commited by their forces and nominally under the command of Kolchak, attempted to fill  

in the gaps along the railway left by the Czechs, Japanese, and the Russians. The success 

and prosperity ofthe American military system in Siberia depended upon its ability to 

adapt to this hostile and dynamic environment. The environment kcame even more 

confused with the signing ofthe German armistice on November 11, 191 8 that cast a dark 

shadow over the legitimacy of American intervention as outlined by Wilson's u i k -

memoire. 

By November 1918, most of the fighting associated with the initial Japanese and 

American push along the railway toward the "llssuri fiont" had subsided. The hEF in 

Siberia settled into what became their primary tasks: railroad garrison duty, care of 

prisoners ofwar, and guarding the stockpiles of Allied supplies at Vladivostok. In the 

spring of 1919, the United States signed the Inter-Allied Kailway Agreement concerning 



the guarding of the Trans-Siberian Railroad that placed American forces along 316 miles 

of widely separated sections ofthe railway: elements of the 31" Infantry covered the line 

from Vladivostok to Nikolsk-Ussuri; other units of the 3 1" guarded from IJgolnaya to 

thc Suchan Mines; the 27"' Infantry was responsible h r  the railroad horn Spasskoe to 

Ussuri, and also from Verkhne-IJdinsk to Mysovaya, some 1700 miles hrther to the 

west.h" 

From May through August 1919, strikes, riots, and partisan guerrilla activities plagucd 

the garrisons at Ugolnaya, IJssuri, Razdolnoe, the Suchan Mines, and Shkotovo, resulting 

in the heaviest casualties of the expedition. Several of these attacks came fiom Cossack 

forces whom General Graves suspected his Japanese "ally" had encouraged in order to 

drive the Americans out of ~iberia." Conditions becamc so bad that American troops 

withdrew from the Shkotovo sector and the Suchan Mine area in August, in opposition to 

British calls for expanded American involvement to keep the lifeline open to anti- 

Bolshevik forces in Western Siberia and to counterbalance Japanese infl~ence."~ Despite 

rumors ol'a total American withdrawal propagated by the Japanese press,"6 other 

American forces maintained their stations until January 9, 1920 when the War 

Department ordered thc entire AEF to concentrate in Vladivostok for transportation to 

Manila. On April 1, 1920, Cieneral Ciraves closed his headquarters and the last American 

units departed from Siberia. 

Strategically, the mission had strained and collapsed under the weight of complexity. 

Although the Czechoslovak 1.egion was completely withdrawn from Siberia by May 

1920, it did not make any positive military contribution cither to the war against 

Germany or in stahilizing the situation in Russia. Those Allied stores in Vladivostok not 



used by American troops or delivered to the failing Kolchak regime, for the most part, 

dwindled in place. Limited transportation assets prevented withdrawal of little beyond 

individual equipment." Having intervened to keep a watchhl eye over the Japanese, it 

was the Japanese who remained in Siberia to watch American troopships pull out of 

Vladivostok as a Japanese military band seated on the docks played the popular 

American song "Hard Times Come No ore".^^ Although they had carried away some 

eighty new Russian brides, American troops had in the end done little to aid the Russian 

people in "self-organizing and self-defen~e".~' 

As in other M00'I'W environments, the tactical military mission was intricately tied to 

the complex of national strategic policy. In the words of one participant, the intervention 

was one of "political motives rather than military necessity."70 Military victory in the 

traditional sense was dependent upon political success, not just military effectiveness. 

Tactical success could not be defined in conventional military terms: a decisive battle 

against an enemy center of gravity. Instead, success hinged merely upon the political 

impacts of American military presence and the negative objectivc of unmolested survival. 

In essence, tactical success meant the avoidance of failure or in other words, the 

prevention of systemic breakdown. 

'The AEF in Siberia did avoid a systemic breakdown, despite the stress placed upon 

the military system. 'l'actically, the intervention had cost the U.S. Army 35 combat-

related deaths, 135 deaths due to disease, 52 wounded and 50 deserted. Given the 

complex and chaotic nature of the operation, the length of the expedition (20 months), 

and the dispersion of troops, these casualty figures are remarkably low." Although 

smaller in number and of shorter duration (I0 months), the North Russian Expedition 



experienced 144 combat-related deaths, 100 deaths due to disease and 305 wounded in 

action.72 1J.S. Army Chiefof Staff Peyton C. March recognized the tactical 

accomplishments of the AEF in Siberia: 

'The situation which conrronted the commanding general, his subordinate 
commanders, and troops was a particularly difficult and hazardous one. Thc 
manner in which this difficult and arduous task was performed is worthy of the 
hest traditions of the ~ r m ~ . ~ '  

This tactical success in Siberia was due at least in part to the military system's ability to 

adapt within the chaotic and complex operating environment. Although not perfect, this 

adaptation was at least good enough to avoid systemic breakdown at the tactical and 

operational levels. 

Having outlined a theoretical background and described the nature ol'the operational 

environment, this study will now examine the substantive elements within the cybernetic 

domain of the military system deployed to Siberia, and then selectively present examples 

of tactical adaptation within the chaotic M001'Wenvironment. The first necessity of 

adaptation to changing environmental conditions is recognition that change has occurred. 

'This is the Function ofthe intelligence sub-system of the military system. 

Intelligence and Adap~urion 

The intelligence sub-system of the military system Facilitates adaptation by providing 

knowledge about the environment and an awareness of change in the environment 

requiring adaptation. To promote adaptation to change, the intelligence sub-system must 

provide accurate data about the cnvironment in a manner that allows timely and 

responsive adaptation of thc system. Faced by an obscured and confusing environment, 



the intelligence sub-system of the AEF in Siberia met the challenge, providing the 

necessary understanding required for adaptation. 

A lack of knowledge of the operating environment plagued General Graves and the 

ALF in Siberia before the arrival of the expedition. Graves later wrote: "Up to the tinlc 

of my arrival in Vladivostok, I had received no information as to the military, political, 

social, cconomic, or financial situation in Russia ... I have often thought it was 

unfortunate 1 did not know more of the conditions in Siberia than I did when 1 was pitch- 

forked into the melee at ~ladivostok."'~ This lack of knowledge and understanding of 

the situation also extended to the War 1)cpartment as a whole. At one point a War 

Department staffofficer ordered one Amcrican officer to report to Archangel via 

Vladivostok dcspite the some 6000 miles and the intense civil war that separated these 

two cities.75 

Upon arrival in Vladivostok, Graves sct to work building a formal intelligence system 

to provide him with a better understanding of his operating environment. The 

Intelligence Section ofthe AEF in Siberia landed in Vladivostok on 15 August 1918. I t  

consisted of 51 enlisted men selected for their knowledge of languages, a detachment of 

18 enlisted men of the linginecr Corps with equipment for mapping and map 

reproduction, and I8 enlisted men of the Signal Corps to maintain communication kom 

the field. 1:ive officers accompanied this group ol'enlisted men, the senior in command 

being Major David P. ~ a r r o w s . ~ '  On 29 September, the unit was augmented by thc 

addition of sixteen officers and fiftcen Army field clerks specially selected by the 

Military Intelligence Division in ~ a s h i n ~ t o n . ~ ~  The Intelligence Section was centrally 



located in Vladivostok, but dispersed agents as far away as Omsk some 1700 miles to thc 

West. 

Obtaining tactical intelligence was extrcmely diflicult given the vastness of the 

operations area and thc nature of the situation. A majority of the marauding forces that 

threatened the American garrisons up and down the rail lines wore no distinctive 

uniforms and "were difficult to distinguish from other nativc~".'~ To develop their 

understanding of the environment, the Intelligence Section compiled detailed reports for 

each of the various significant villages along the railways. These reports included 

intelligence about local military, political, and economic conditions and stressed in 

particular analysis "...as to local personalities, their political affiliations, military and 

civil, history, education, attitude toward the [Jnited States and other Allied Governments, 

e t ~ . " ~ '  These snapshots of the tactical operating environment were written not only by 

the Intelligence but also by local commanding officers. Local units sent the reports 

telegraphically to Vladivostok each week and as necessary to report important political 

changes in the situation. 

Even more important than this formal intelligence mechanism was the informal 

intelligence gathering system. The AEF in Siberia relied on intelligence from other 

agents from the external environment to shape their understanding. These informal 

sources included liaison with Allied militaries and foreign ministries, civilians living in 

and around Vladivostok, and summaries collected from local newspapers. Colonel 

Emerson and the Americans in the Russian Railway Servicc provided essential maps 

collected from the Russian General Staff collection that served as the primary 

cartography throughout the operation.s0 in a coevolutionary manner, these relationships 



with other agents in the environment proved the best source of knowledge about the 

environment for the military system in Siberia. 

The real problem with this informal intelligence was authenticating its veracity." 

Graves lamented, ''In a situation such as existed in Siberia, one is very frequently 

confronted with statements designed to deceive, and the facts are unimportant when such 

ertbrts are ~ndertaken."'~ General Graves was particularly wary of information coming 

from the Japanese, since he suspected that they were twisting their intelligence reports to 

draw the Americans further into the struggle and further their own national interests."' 

l'o remedy this information bias, General Graves and the AEF in Siberia increased the 

quantity ofavailable inrormation to improve its reliability, openly promoting the free- 

flow of information by allowing various characters offthe streets of Vladivostok and 

elsewhere Lo wander in to thc AEl: Headquarters to present their views on the situation. 

In at least one instance, this fiee flow of information proved invaluable to military 

adaptation. In September 1919, General Horvath, a formcr 'l'sarist ofllcer in charge of 

thc Russian railways in China, came to General Graves with reports that the Cossack 

Kalmykov, with the moral support of the Japanese, was going to attack several dispersed 

detachments of Americans along the railroads. Graves confirmed this intelligcncc with 

other information collected from the Foreign Minister of Kolchak's Omsk government, 

the head of the local Zemstvo government, and a Colonel of the French Army. Graves 

then precluded the attacks by delivering a stern warning to Kalmykov's Cossacks and 

requesting an apology for an earlier incident against an American corpora^.^" 

The intelligence system was perhaps too good at accurately depicting the operating 

environment. The State Department refuscd military intelligence as a source of 



information, instead relying on reports from their own agents and Allied representatives. 

Military intelligence correctly portrayed anti-Bolshevik elements as weak, disparate, and 

failing, a view the State Department felt hindered its attempts to turn the expedition into a 

crusade against ~olshevism.~'  With the lack of a need for conventional military 

intelligence and the success of the informal system o r  intelligence gathering, the 

Intelligence Section in Vladivostok was reduced in January 1919 to one commissioned 

officer (a 2ndLieutenant) and a skeleton staffof clerks and enlisted personncl.R"~hc 

Signal Corps took over photographic work and communications previously handled by 

members of the Intelligence Section. Adapting to the unconventional environment and 

the success of the informal intelligence system, the formal intelligence system became 

less important to the operation. 

Despite success, therc were also deficiencies in the intelligence gathering system. 

With the Intelligence Section centrally located in Vladivostok, American units dispersed 

along the railways werc often IcR without a clear picture of their rapidly changing local 

environment. These units adaptcd by organizing a system of reconnaissance patrols 

consisting of not less than one non-commissioned officer and three men, sent out each 

morning one hour beforc daybreak and patrolling along a different route each day to a 

distance of about one mile." With the drawdown of the formal intelligence collecting 

system in Vladivostok, therc was an associated decrease of available military 

intelligencc, a gap the informal system was hard-pressed to fill. In August and 

September 1919, General Graves himself, accompanied by the State Departments Consul 

from Vladivostok, traveled all the way to Omsk along the Trans-Siberian Railway in 

search of information about the changing situation.xx On 2 September 1919, the Chief of 



Staffof the AEF in Siberia, Col. C.P. Robinson issued a memorandum imploring all local 

commanding officers to continue intelligence reports to Vladivostok as pcr carlier 

instructions." This dearth of intelligence contributed to the rash of attacks the AEF 

suffered during the summer in the Suchan Mine district, a time Graves referred to as "the 

stormy petrel of all our Siberian e~~er iences" . '~  Learning about the increasingly hostilc 

nature, especially alter thc "Romanovka Massacre" in which a platoon of the 31st 

Infantry was nearly wiped out by Bolshevik forces, was gained as much by direct 

experience as by formal intclligence channels." 

Nevertheless, despite these shortfalls, the effective work of both the formal and 

informal intelligence sub-system adequately provided knowledge of the changing 

environment required to facilitate adaptation to agents within the system. An intelligence 

system designed to collect convcntional military information had favorably adapted itself 

in a coevolutionary dance with other agents and systems to the unconventional nature of 

the operating cnvironment, IIaving been provided with the necessary knowledge of the 

changing environment, the system next required an adaptive command and control sub- 

system to act upon this knowledge. 

Aduptive C'ommund und C.'ontrol 

'1'0 facilitate adaptation of the military system, command and control sub-systems 

should provide a unifying purpose to the system as a whole without overly constricting 

local agents. Using measures such as mission type orders to decentralize control, 

command and control sub-systems allow for flexibility and at the local or tactical level 

where it is most needed.92 Truly adaptive command and control systems, recognizing the 



inherent uncertainty accompanying complex military operations, are weighted toward 

command, not ~ o n t r o l . ~ ~ o n t r o l  within an adaptive system is more likely than not 

implicit rather than explicit. The key to surviving in thc midst of chaos is not to vainly 

attempt to rcgulatc friction and uncertainty through extensive planning and control 

measures, but rather to providc command and leadership that allows elements within the 

system the autonomy to quickly adapt to ever-changing circumstances. The goal of 

command and control in a complex environment should not he to impose order, 

precision, and certainty, but instead to facilitate a continuous repeating loop ofguidancc 

and feedback necessary for effective adaptation.y4 

IJnder the leadership of General Graves, the command and control system of the AEI: 

in Siberia was largely decentralized and allowed for initiative of subordinate agents. 'I'he 

spacious buildings ol'a ibrmer Gcrman mercantile company in Vladivostok served as the 

main headquurters of the AUI: in Siberia for thc duration of the mission." The 

headquarters ol'the 271h and 3 1" Infantry Regiments were located at various locations 

along the railways as the mission progressed. General Graves saw his primary role as 

commander as defining the mission or purpose for the American military systcm 

deployed in the Russian Far East. The political nature of the intervention, the intentional 

ambiguity ofthe uide-memoire, and the very short meeting with Secretary of War Baker 

in Kansas City made defining the military mission a difficult exercise. By Graves' 

reading, the unifying purpose ol'the AtiI: was to provide an American military presence 

that refrained from interference in Russian internal affairs and was impartial to all partics. 

Ciravcs' steadfastness to the principle of impartiality gave troops of the ART: a guiding 

vision with which to mold their tactical adaptations to the chaotic environment. 



In as much as was possible, Graves' tried to mold additional taskings, duties resulting 

fiom the dreaded creep of politically-oriented MOOTW scenarios, within this rubric of 

impartiality. Protecting military stores in Vladivostok and guarding the Suchan mines to 

provide stability to the local area arguably met the criteria of impartiality. Guarding the 

railways under the Intcr-Allied Railway Agreement of January 1919 was not impartial to 

all parties since keeping the railways open and clear ol' marauding Bolsheviks greatly 

benefited Admiral Kolchak, the "supreme leader" ofthe White forces in Omsk. The 

agreement resulted not only in open hostility fiom Red forces, but also ill feelings on the 

part of White forces who thought that the Americans were not doing enough. Graves 

reported that feelings against the Americans "...were now becoming so bitter that each 

faction claims that if you are not with them you are against them."y6 Graves recognized 

this conflict between the new environment and the original purposc of the mission, 

recommending cither strengthening the force to win the fight against the Reds (thus 

changing thc original intent ol'the mission) or withdrawal since impartiality was now 

impossible." Denied either option, Ciraves' only choice was to continue to precariously 

follow the original aim of impartiality until the withdrawal in January and February of 

1 9 2 0 . ~ ~  

Despite Graves' endeavors to clearly communicatc his vision of impartiality, therc 

was still confirsion about the American position in the minds of many of his subordinates, 

especially after the Armistice in November and thc signing of the Inter-Allied Railway 

Agreement that scattered the AEF across the Trans-Siberian railway. Although open- 

ended, goals f i~ r  the system should be clearly defmed and unambiguously communicated 

to provide a unifying sense of the adaptation required and where this adaptation should 



lead the system.99 This may be the single most difficult task facing the military 

commander in complex M O W W  environments. Although Graves had pondered 

extensively over the aide-memoire, he apparently did not share the full text with his 

subordinatcs.loO One of Graves' irnpcrfections in facilitating adaptation was this failure 

to use a more collaborative style of leadership. By closely holding guidance Gom higher 

authority, Graves failed to fully exploit the relationships between thc many agents of the 

system to more clearly discuss, define, and communicate the purpose of adaptations 

within the challenging environment. 

Having struggled to define a guiding purpose, Graves allowed loco1 commanders to 

exercise initiative under the umbrella of his overall intent. In Junc 1919, as two 

battalions of the 27"' Infantry under the leadership of Colonel (2.1-I. Morrow, moved to 

'Trans-Baikal in accordance with the Inter-Allied Kailway Agreement, thcy came into 

direct contact with the forces of Cossack leader Semenov. Semenov came into the 

Amcricdn sector and arrested some Kussian railway employees on the grounds that they 

were Bolsheviks. Morrow, known for his toughnesslO', notified him that he would not 

allow the arrests to take place. Semenov responded indignantly that no forcigncr could 

tcll him what he could or could not do in Russia and that he intended to repcat his former 

act. Morrow then deployed his 37mm artillery pieces (the largcst caliber at his disposal) 

on each side of the railroad, threatening to destroy Semenov's armored train if it 

approached. Graves, although worried about the lack ol'firepower available to make 

good upon Morrow's threats, decided "...not to take any part in the controversy and let 

Morrow handle it.""' Graves' trust in Morrow paid off. Scmenov cowered before 

Morrow's bluff and did not return. Colonel Emerson of the Kussian Railway Scrvice 



Corps later commented that "...were it not for the firm stand taken by Colonel Morrow to 

protect our officers assigned in that district, I am satisfied they would have been 

annihilated by the renegade bands operating under Semeonofl'[~icj."'~" 

Although allowing freedom of action for his subordinates, Graves nevertheless 

exercised explicit control as necessary when individual agents deviated fiom the defined 

purpose of the military system. In January 1919, Colonel Henry D. Stycr, commander of 

the 27'" l n h t r y  found himself protecting three hundred Russians who had deserted rrom 

the White Cossack leader Kalmykov. Styer proposed turning the deserters back either to 

Kolchak or Horvath for reorganimtion or discharge. Graves, suspecting that the men 

would end up in the vengeful hands of Kalmykov, directed Styer to leave the question of 

the mcn's disposition to their own decision and that the Americans should take no part. 

The rcsult of Graves' intervention was the eventual release of'all deserters and the 

avoidance of a direct clash with Kalmykov's remaining forces and their Japanese 

supporters, a clash that would have bcen disastrous Tor thc mis~ion. '~" 

Self-discipline provided a means of implicit control over American actions. Major 

Sidney C.Graves reported one incident where a Japanese officer with an infantry 

company and two artillery pieces unsuccessfully tried to talk him into taking his troops 

along with them to attack a Bolshevik force. The Japanese force was not heard from 

again and presumably destroyed by the Bolshevik~."'~ Although decentralized, control 

was not entirely absent, coming both directly from AEF Headquarters and self-imposed 

by individuals acting within their understanding of mission intent. 

Decentralized command and control systems require increased judgement and 

decision-making at the lowest levels of command. In Siberia, this requirement creatcd a 



degree of uneasiness and anxiety amongst soldiers in the field. Pacing the fuzziness of a 

complex M00'I'W intervention, many subordinate agents desired more detailed planning 

and clearer guidance from higher on acceptable actions. Captain Owen Rhoads, a tactical 

participant in the Suchan Mine district, complained of the lack of military necessity, the 

indefinite character of instructions, and the predominantly political nature of the mission. 

"Iroops were sent to perform tasks with no knowledge o f a  general plan." '06 The 

intentional absence of an overall plan, however, was an implicit acknowledgement ofthc 

complexity ofthe mission and the inability to precisely predict and plan for future events. 

Trained for a trench war in France where initiative was less important than detailed 

planning and strict obedience to the plan, soldiers were uncomfortable with the political 

nature of the intervention and the need to exercise individual judgement in the absence ol' 

higher guidan~e. '~ '  

Although somewhat problematic, the American command and control system in 

Siberia met the basic criteria for adaptivc efliectiveness. Under the leadership of General 

Graves, the system developed a unifying purpose and then allowed the agents ofthc 

system to adapt locally to changing environmental conditions so long as their actions fell 

within the tiamework of the overall purpose of the system. Graves did not try to 

deterministically contml the chaos and uncertainty of the operation through overly 

detailed planning, but instead left the details of adaptation to the initiative of subordinate 

agents. Graves intervened as necessary to guide adaptation, but for the most part, leR 

local agents to their own innovation to meet the challenges presented by the complexity 

of the operating environment. What was problematic was not Graves' formulation o f a  

unifying purposc or his method of command, hut rather the system's inability to 



etTectively communicate information flowing from the command and control sub-system 

both internally and externally. 

Infbrmation Operutions 

IIaving learned about changes in the environment and organized its behavior to meet 

these changes, thc military systcm must next communicatc its actions to adapt effectively. 

This communication, both internal and external, is the critical role of the information sub- 

system within the military system. To he adaptive, the information sub-system should 

rapidly disseminate "feed-forward" in the form of both knowledge of the environment 

and unifying guidance internally bctween systems components. Internally, this 

information aids the system in its self-organiiition. Iixternally, the information sub- 

system is responsible for shaping a perception of the military system to outside agents to 

affect the evolution of the operational environment. Internal and external roles of 

information are not always clearly divided. Messages intended for the external 

environment are usually received and interpreted by internal agents as well. 

'l'he crux of information lies in these interpretations. As it flows across the system, 

information is important not for the quantity of data it conveys, but rather for the quality 

of meaning it presents. The measure of effectiveness is not how much information there 

is, hut how well it is used.'"X Given the tangled web of information that cnmeshes all 

agents ofthe system and lashes the system to the environment, this eflectiveness can be 

difficult to measure. Information is not, as reductionist models oRen portray it, a 

unidirectional phenomena, but is instead a continuous loop of "feedforward" and 

"feedback" interspersed with nodes of interpretation. 



The substantive agent that acted as the conduit for information in the AEF in Siberia 

were detachments of the Army Signal Corps, primarily Company D, 53'* Telegraph 

Battalion ofthe Army Signal Corps that arrived in Vladivostok on 14 September 1918."'~ 

The physical means of communicating internal information within the AEF consisted of' 

telegraph, telephone, and even, as was the case in Vladivostok and the Suchan district, 

Russian messengers."0 By 4 September 1918, this communications network was open 

kom Vladivostok as far as 1rkutsk.l" The communications infrastructure was primarily 

tied to the rail lines, so as troops distanccd themselves fiom the rail lines, communication 

of information became more difficult and less reliable. 

There were other technological and physical limitations of these conduits of' 

information. 'Ihc immature levels of technology and the rigors of climate in Siberia 

resulted in fiequent interruptions to telegraph and telephone service. The telegraph lines 

presented emily accessible targets for marauding partisan bands. Not only 

unconventional Corces, but also the Japanese presented blocks to the internal 

dissemination of infi)rmation. At one point, the Japancsc tried to coerce the IJnited States 

to pay for messages carried across the wires through their sectors, first in money, then in 

food and supplies.'l2 All of these factors reduced both the clarity and timeliness of 

information to and fiom the field. 

General Graves claims that the willingness to openly receive the messages he 

conveyed also hindered the flow of information within thc AEF in Siberia. Frequently, 

thc only way to pass information along the rail lines was through diplomatic or consular 

agents. "If these agents had a closed mind, which was almost universally the case, it was 

not difficult for them to accept what information that came to them tending to show a 



need ibr intervention, and discard, as propaganda, all information opposed to their view, 

and this could be done with the most honest intentions and with a sincere conviction that 

they were advancing the interests ortheir g~vernrnent.""~ Troops on the ground also 

interpreted messages from Headquarters in Vladivostok according to their own local 

vision of the situation. Thus, technological limitations, opposing objectives, and 

differing interpretations frequently clouded internal information, preventing the acuity of 

guidance Graves struggled so hard to provide. 

The AEF in Siberia used information in several ways to shape the external 

environment. Before occupying the various American sectors in accordance with thc 

railway agreement, General Graves distributed a proclamation, in Russian, throughout the 

villagcs and towns along the rail lines.'lbI'he proclamation contained both reassurance 

and warning. It reassured that "All will be equally benefitted ...irrespective of persons, 

nationality, religion, and politics" but warned that "...interference with [railway] tratfic 

will not be tolerated." The immediate protests from representatives of the Shtc 

Department showed the extent of the information's circulation and its accuracy in 

portraying Graves' intended message ol'impartiality to the Russian people. Mr. DeWitt 

C. Poole, the head orthe Russian Division of the State Department, openly criticized 

Graves for using the words "irrespective of party" and thus including the Whites with the 

Bolsheviks.' " Information intended for one external audience was consumed and 

unfavorably digested hy another. 

Another way of providing information to thc external environment, especially 

applicable to the local or tactical level, was through direct action. Colonel Morrow's 

actions at Chita against the Cossdck Semenov were one example of giving a clear signal 



to the outside environment through direct action. In one participant's view, "American 

prestige was positively enhanced by positive aggressive actions against every potential 

enemy."' l6 Another method was through the use of liaisons with the various 

environmental agents both in Graves' Vladivostok headquarters and in units in the fields. 

When a mutiny occurred among Russian troops in the Suchan Mine area in the fall of 

1919, American units were forbidden from intervening but one squad with a telephone 

was positioned inside the Russian headquarters to facilitate the llow of information.'" 

Through each of these means, the military system in Siberia exchanged information with 

the outside environment to enable learning and to shape the operational situation. 

Just as with thc internal dissemination of information, the AEF in Siberia faced 

several challenges in distributing information and shaping perceptions in the external 

environment. Perhaps the biggest challenge was combating opposing information 

designed to adversely shape the operational environment. The American military system 

raced hostile information systems that actively sought to prevcnt its adaptation through 

the manipulation of  information. The Japanese military and the Japanese press launched 

a coordinated information campaign in order to impel the Americans toward a more 

aggressive stance against the Bolsheviks and to generate resentment against the American 

presence in Siberia."' soon after his arrival in Vladivostok, General Graves met with 

General Nakajima of the Japanese Army who innocently suggested that any important 

messages communicated to Washington should also be communicated to Tokyo and 

promised that the Japancsc would do the same. Graves, unwilling to play the Japanese 

information game, asked for the Japanese to deliver a dispatch to the Americans first; 

their scheme exposed, the Japanese never carried out this "innocuous" exchange of 



information.'19 In April of 1919, the Japanese press published an accusation that 

American troops had stood by idly as their Japanese ally had been slaughtered by a 

Bolshevik contingent. 120 .I'hese biased and untrue reports eventually found their way to 

the American press, creating resentment toward Graves and hrther confusion concerning 

the mission.12' The source of propaganda aimed against the Americans was not limited 

to the Japanese. The situation at one point became so severe that a Russian liaison with 

the American headquarters owered to stop the propaganda from the Russian Army for a 

bribe of twenty thousand dollars a month.'22 In the competition with external agents for 

advantage over the environment, conveying a clear purpose to guide adaptive actions 

proved a difficult proposition. 

Of the three criteria for adaptive effectiveness, the military system in Siberia was most 

lacking in the area of informdon. Despite Graves' best intentions, both situational 

knowledge and clear guidance were often not transmitted to internal and external agents 

in a timely manner due to technological, organizational, and political factors. In one 

example ofthe tardiness of internal information, troops were forced to wear heavy 

muskit hats in sweltering heat becausc the headquarters had not yet "taken official 

notice of improving temperaturcs."12%uidancc concerning tactical actions of troops was 

often reactive, not proactive, tending to be delivered after the fact either as admonition or 

p~aise.124 Lacking clear and timcly information, local agents were oftcn left to adapt of 

their own accords, often divcrging from the unifying purpose ofthe system. Hindered by 

the reactive nature of the flow of information, adaptation was thus not as eircctive and 

efficient in Siberia as it might otherwise have been had the military systcm more 

proactively shared and distributed information to internal agents of the system. 



I.urther Exumples qf'Tuctical Aduptution 

According to military theorist John R. Boyd, both cognitive decisions and physical 

action are critical for coping within a challenging e n v i r ~ n m e n t . ' ~ ~  The preceding study 

ofthe cybernetic dontlin focused primarily on the hackground, conduct, and 

dissemination of decisions; assessment of adaptive effectiveness, however, also requires a 

brief exposition of adaptive actions. Although admittedly limitcd and somewhat 

selective, this paper will now prescnt several additional examples of tactical adaptation 

by the Alil' in Siberia fiom 1918 to 1920. 

American forces arrived in Siberia with a traditional operationally oriented mindset. 

Expecting to lind a clearly dcfincd enemy who operated in similarly traditional military 

ways, the AEF found only disorganized hands of marauding partisans and even grcatcr 

threats tiom Allies, climate, and disease. The prescribed format hr war diaries, the 

olficial record of combat action forwarded to the War Department, was well-suited for 

conventional military campaigns, but not for the intervention in Siberia. Almost from the 

beginning, the war diaries coming out of Vladivostok adaptively diverged from the 

format stipulated in regulations, containing more about economic, political, and social 

conditions in Siberia than combat actions. The war diaries would also include English 

translations of pertinent items from Russian, Japancsc, and Chinesc newspapers 

published in or near eastern Siberia. I26 

Tactically, aner suffering casualtics in hit and run raids by partisan forces, the AFT: 

developed better methods to defend isolated garrisons. American forccs contracted 

Russian laborers to build blockhouses consisting of two concrete walls with sand in 

between, surrounded by dirt abutments. Where materials or labor were not available, 



American troops frequently resorted to using boxcars, wheels removed and surrounded 

by small dirt walls or sandbags, as fortified living quarters.'27 Standard operating 

procedures were changed to increase thc size of security details and authorize search and 

dcstroy missions to precrnptivcly avoid partisan raids. As the Russian Civil War 

intensified throughout the summer and fall of  19 19, American forces adaptcd to their 

surroundings, better preparing themselves for attacks against their isolated outposts. 

Owing in part to these tactical adaptations, therc were no attacks against Americans in the 

Suchan valley during the period tiom 8 August to10 December 1 9 1 9 . ' ~ ~  

The supply system also necessarily adapted to ensure the survival of the AEF. 'I'he first 

adaptation was Graves' request to process supply requisitions directly through the depot 

in San Francisco instead of through Washington, D . c . ' ~ ~  This request, approved by the 

War Department, allowed for more timely supply service due first to geography and also 

Washington's preoccupation with American troops in France. l'hc depot in San 

Francisco had been for years the supply center for Alaska and was well fit to the 

logistical necessities of a harsh, Siberian c~imate.'~' 

'I'hcrc werc numerous logistical adaptations at the tactical level as well. 'I'he 

Americans found the Russian telega or wagon to be more dependable than the truck on 

the underdeveloped Russian road system.'" The supply system creatively adaptcd to 

mainvain isolated units after the Suchan rail line was knocked out of commission. On 5 

July 191 9, elements of the 3 1" Infantry fforn the Suchan mine district opened a new 

supply route by pushing south through a wide valley with comparably better roads to 

America 13ay on the Yellow Sea. At America Bay, two supply ships and a landing 

contingent of 100 Americans and 100 Russians met this force. The combined force then 



carried supplies north to Suchan by wagon on 9 and 10 July.'32 The end result of 

adaptations in thc supply system was that "American soldiers in Siberia never lacked for 

bod,  clothing or, for that matter, any other article of supply."'33 

Disease, not hostile enemy action, was the rcal threat in Siberia. Ciraves observed: 

"From the standpoint of an American, the sanitary conditions were deplorable."'34 The 

Chief Surgeon reportcd the prevalent diseases as being "plague, typhus, relapsing fever, 

typhoid fcvcr, scarlet fever, and malignant sorc throat."'35 The AEF adapted to this 

threat, especially the threat of typhus, by reserving a special train for the movement of 

Americans on the rails, forbidding travcl on any othcr train except in case of emergency. 

At the local level, troops found that even with the lack ofclean water, coal oil could be 

used avoid typhus and "obtain bodily c lcan l ine~s . '~~  With great emphasis on the medical 

care of the command, the AEP established a hospital in Vladivostok for the treatment of 

both US. soldiers and civilians.'" Besides improving thc medical conditions in 

Vladivostok, treating civilians had the added benefit ofcreating postive impressions 

about the American intervention. Although there were still 100 deaths in the ALP in 

Sibcria, this number might have been much higher were it not for these adaptive 

measures. 

Military adaptation was essential for mission success in Siberia. In a continuous loop 

of learning about threats in the environment, anticipation of the future operational 

conditions, and adaptation for those conditions, the military system sought to provide 

itself advantage over its environment. Facilitated by adaptive intelligence, decentralized 

command and control, and a struggling information sub-system, adaptation occurred at 

both the tactical and operational levels of war. When it did not occur at the strategic 



level, when national policy failed to adapt to changing international conditions, the 

mission suffered strategic systemic breakdown, forcing the withdrawal ol'the AEF fiom 

Siberia in 1920. 

:I'he Futurc of Militarv Adaotation 

Sonorous meld blowing murtiul sounds: 

At which rhe univer.sul host upsent 


A shout thur tore hell's concave, und beyond 

Frighted the reign ($Chaos und old Night. 


John Milton, Parudi.se Lost 

Having studied the Siberian Expedition through the lcns ofcomplexity theory, several 

conclusions arc worth noting. The most important is that all elements ofthe military 

system are intricately woven into a complex pattern that determines the shape of the 

military system. It is impossible to adequately analyze any individual sub-system or 

agent without accounting for its causal relationships with other elements of the system. 

This is especially true of the elements of intclligence, command and control, and 

inlbrmation in the cybernetic domain. Another insight is that leadership is essential to 

adaptation, both in allowing adaptation to occur and then in providing unifying guidance 

concerning thc direction of the adaptation of the military system. General Graves 

provides a positive example of facilitating adaptation of the military system in this 

manner. It is also important to emphasize that when adaptation occurs, timeliness of 

adaptation is critical. Timeliness of information is especially important in this respect. 

Without timely information, cybernetic elements of the military system cannot effectively 



anticipate and prepare for future environmental conditions. This was perhaps thc most 

serious failing of the military system dcploycd to Sibcria. 

Uncertainty is an inevitable component of complex military like the MOOTW 

intervention in Siberia. Planning should focus not on eliminating this uncertainty, but on 

facilitating flexibility and adaptiveness of the military system. It may not be how well 

planners predict unforeseen circumstances, but rather how wcll operators adapt to them 

when they occur, that determines success. Although adaptation is required at all levels, 

as evidenced by the intervention in Siberia, adaptation is most important and is required 

most frequently at the local or tactical level. For a force trained to dogmatically follow 

doctrinc and standard operating procedures, this requirement for flexibility and 

adaptation can be a source of great discomfort. Finally, innovation and adaptation lic 

primarily within the human domain. Behind all ofthe adaptations within the AEF in 

Siberia was a human mind, whether that of General Graves or the lowest private 

deploycd across the vast Siberian wilderness. Adaptation, although it may involvc 

technological solutions, does not originate from technology. Adaptation springs tiom thc 

minds of both leaders and followers. Human ingenuity is a great military weapon. 

'I'his study of the AEF in Siberia also suggests several issues for Further study. These 

include: shaping the cnvironmcnt to the system rathcr than shaping the system to the 

environment, the importance of redundancy in military adaptation, the employment of 

overwhelming mass as a method of adaptation, and the use of deception and physical 

interference to prevent thc adaptation of competing military systems. The value of any 

new paradigm lies in the intellectual spark it ignites and the ensuing intellectual 

conflagration that engulfs old theoretical models to make way for new understandings. 



The richness of a theoretical model is not dependent upon the initial answers it provides, 

but on the web of ideas it generates. From the simplicity ofnew theoretical models 

emerges complex understanding. 

'The modern military system is at thc edge of a revolution in military affairs. Contrary 

to popular opinion, this revolution is not exclusively about changing technology and 

methods in warfare. It is more importantly a revolution of cognition, paradigms, and 

ideas."' It is a revolution in the ways that military theorists think about warfare, 

ofyering forth a new more organic vision that sees the importance of relationships and 

interactions, not individual components and details. It will provide mental and 

organizational tools to more eiTectivcly cope with the chaos of high-tempo, dispersed, 

multilateral military operations. It is a revolution that will change not only how the 

military operates in the future, but will also redefine the meaning of past experience. 

Complexity theory will provide a more brilliant light in which to view military history, 

uncovering previously unsecn meaning and relevance fiom the shadows of linearity and 

redu~t ionism. '~~ 

Although this study recommends a less mechanistic approach to warfare, it does not 

prescribe a "devil may care" attitude to military operations where outcomes are lelt only 

to the vagaries of the mythical fates. Paraphrasing Barry Watts, who first noted the 

limitations of mechanistic paradigms in his 1984 study of Air Force doctrine, all that can 

be engineered in war should be, but success in war as a whole can not be reliably 

engineercd.I4" What is required is a paradigm shift away from the clockwork notions of 

military operations toward a respectiid recognition of the increasing complexity and 

inherent uncertainty of modern military actions. 



Effective adaptation provides the prophylaxis for healthy survival in the midst of 

uncertainty and chaos. Given the chaotic and unccrtain nature of warfare, recognized by 

clause wit^ and reaflirmed by the New Scienccs ofthe twentieth century, and the growing 

complexity ol'the global environment, successful adaptation will be critical to the 

military in general and the United States Army in particular. Current doctrinc 

acknowledges the challenge of  the hture: 

lhe Army,fuce.s a unique set ofchallenges u.s it aduprs lo u world that has 
changed more broadly and fundamentally than at any other time since the end of' 
o  r  War 1 .  The Army must conrinue to adapt to ensure success in a rapidly 
changing strategic environment. Now, more than ever bejbre, it serves us a 
strategic Army, u landforce that the UnitedStates and its allies rely on to meel 
glohal challenges. 141 

Whether in Siberia following World War I or in Bosnia following the Cold War, organic 

models bascd on adaptation enable armies and soldiers to cope with increasingly complex 

military operations. 
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Appendix I: Selected <;lnsssry nf Terms 

Adantation: The action of systcms trying to turn interactions with their environment to 
their advantage. Successful adaptation requires learning fiom the past and then 
anticipation of what is likely to happen in the future to cikctively shape the system in the 
present. Identifying and taking full advantage of the oppnrtunities offered by enemy 
actions or by chance combinations of circumstances to win success or to stave olTfailure. 
(Cohen and Gooch, p. 161) 

Adaptive EiTectiveness: The ability of a complex, dynamic system to adjust successfully 
to changes in its environment in a timely manner in such a way as to provide evolutionary 
advantaie over competing systems. 

Chaos: Result of a non-linear system in which output is extremely sensitive to initial 
conditions, i.e. immeasurably small differences in input can produce entirely different 
outcomes, creating complex system characteristics approaching randomness. 

Coevolution: Evolution and adaptation o f a  system that is dependent on the evolution of 
surrounding systems. Systems judge their evolutionary success based not upon some 
preconceived criteria hut on the advantage gained over competing systems in their 
surrounding environment. 

Command and Control: 'l'hc exercise of authority and direction by a properly dcsignatcd 
commander over assinned and attached forces in the accomnlishtnent of the mission. -
Command and control functions are performed through an arrangement of personnel, 
equipment, communications, facilities, and procedures employed by a commander in 
planning, directing, coordinating, and controlling forces and operations in the 
accomplishment of the mission. (JP 1-02) 

Command and Control Svstem: 'The facilities, equipment, communications, procedures, 
and personnel essential to a commander for planning, directing, and controlling 
operations of assigned forces pursuant to the missions assigned. (SP 1-02) 

Comnlexity: Characteristic oTa system containing a great many independent agents that 
interact with each other in a great many ways. (Waldrop, p. 13) 

Comvlexitv Theory: 'The study of systems that exhibit complex, self-organizing behavior. 

Cybernetics: 'Theoretical study ot'control processes in electronic, mechanici~l, and 
biological systems, especially mathematical analysis oi'the flow of data in such systcms. 

Emergence: Property of a complex system in which the global behavior of the system is 
qualitatively different kom the behavior of the individual parts. 



Gencral Systems Theorv: Discipline whose subject matter is the formulation and 
dcrivation of those principles which are valid for "systems" in general. (UertalanCfy, p. 
32) 

Inlormation: 1. Facts, data, or instructions in any medium or form. 2. Thc meaning that 
a human assigns to data by means of the known conventions used in their representation. -
(JP 1-02) 

l n f o r m a t i o n m :  The organized collection, processing, transmission, and 
dissemination of information, in accordance with defined procedures, whether automated 
or manual. In information warfare, this includes the entire infrastructure, organization, 
and components that collect, process, store, transmit, display, disseminate, and act on 
information. (JP 1-02) 

Intcllinence: I .  'l'he product resulting from the collection, processing, integration, 
analysis, evaluation, and interpretation of available information concerning foreign 
countries or areas. 2. Information and knowledge about an adversary obtained through 
observation, investigation, analysis, or understanding. (JP 1-02) 

lntellieence System: Any formal or informal system to manage data gathering, to obtain 
and process the data, to interpret the data, and to provide reasoned judgments to decision 
makers as a basis for action. The term is not limited to intelligence organizations or 
services but includes any system, in all its parts, that accomplishes the listed tasks. (J1' 1-
02) 

Lcarning: The acquisition o r  wisdom, knowlcdgc, or skill from past experience. 

Linearity: A system charactcristic that requires two conditions, proportionality and 
additivity. Proportionality indicates that changes in system outputs arc proportional to 
system input. Additivity is the conccpt that the whole is equal to the sum of its parts, 
allowing the system to be broken down into smaller picces that c'an be reassembled 
without consequence to the system. (Beyerchen, p. 62) 

Military Operations Other Than War (MOOTW): Operations that encompass the use 01 
military capabilities across the range of military operations short of war. These military 
actions can be applied to complement any combination of the other instruments of 
national power and occur before, during, and afier war. (JP 1-02) 

..Non-linearity: A system characteristic describing a system that does not meet the 
conditions of linearity: it is not proportional, i.e. the output ofthe system is not 
proportional to ihe input m d  it is not additive, i.e. the whole is greater or lesser than the 
sum of its parts. (Beyerchen, pp. 62-63) 

Open Svstem: A system that interacts with its environment, both receiving inputs and 
delivering fccdback; a system that exchanges mattcr with its environment. (Bertalanffy, 
P 32) 



Peace:A broad term that encompasses peacekeeping operations and peace 
cnforcernent operations conducted in support of diplomatic efforts to establish and 
maintain peace. (JP 1-02) 

-m: Any organixd assembly of resources and procedures united and regulated by 
interaction or interdependence to accomplish a set of spccific functions. (JP 1-02) A 
complex of interacting elements. (BertalantYy, p. 32) 



Appendix 11: Timeline of Events During the Siberian 1ntewentiun1 

1918 	 April Japanese forces begin deploying to Siberia 

June C x c h  troops take control in Vladivostok 

July War Department dcsignates 27"' and 3 1" Infantry for Siberian duty 

3 August Maj Cien Graves reccives "aide-memoire" from Secretary of War 
Baker in Kansas City 

7 August Advance elements sail from Manila for Vladivostok 

12 August Gen Gravcs and element of his 8"' Division based at Camp 
E'remont sail from San Francisco to Siberia 

15 August Colonel Styer and advance elements of AEF in Siberia arrive in 
Vladivostok 

18 August Elements 0~27" '  Infantry begins work as railroad guards between 
Vladivostok and Nikolsk-lJssuri 

24 August 27"' lnfantry accompanies Japanese advance to Ussuri and 
Khabarovsk and beyond pursuing Bolshevik forces 

2 September Gen Graves arrives in Vladivostok and assumes command ol'ME' 
in Siberia 

29 September Deployment of American troops to Siberia is complete; total 
strength is 253 officers and 8699 enlisted 

Octobcr American troops k g i n  garrison duty, the 31'' located primarily 
within Vladivostok and the 27'" dispersed around Khabarovsk 

I 1 November Armistice with Germany 

18 November Admiral Aleksandr Kolchak overthrows "the Directory" in Omsk 
and declares himself "Supreme Ruler of Russia" 

19 19 20 January Kolchak replaccs all Czech troops at h n t  with White Llussian 
troops 

-
I Information regarding troop strengths and dispositions drawn primarily From United States Army War 
College, Order of Battle of the United States Land Forces in the World War. American Expeditionary 
Forces in the World War (Washington: Government Printing Oflice, 1937). pp. 385-389. 



9 January Allies sign inter-Allied Railway Agreement dividing the Siberian 
railways into guard sectors with control delegated to Japanese, 
Chinese and American troops 

April Americans assume control of several widely separated sections of 
the Siberian railways totaling 3 16 miles. After assuming these 
duties, there are several encounters with hostile forces resulting in 
the death of36 American soldiers 

25 June 24 Americans killed and 25 wounded at Komanovka 

July Alil: in Siberia comprises 338 officers and about 8100 enlisted. 
American forces are deployed as follows: in Vladivostok are I1Q 
AEF in Siberia, a machine gun company (-), a supply company, 
three companies of the 31'' Infantry, an ambulance company, a 
ficld hospital and an evacuation hospital, a training company, 
detachments of engineers, signal corps, quartermaster corps, 
veterinary corps, and dental corps; Company B of the 3I" Infantry 
is on detached service at Kharbin; Companies F and L ofthe 31" 
Infantry are guarding the railroad section between Vladivostok and 
Nikolsk-Ussuri; 7 companies, two machine gun platoons, and one 
signal section ofthe 3 1" are deployed along the railroad from 
IJgolnaya to the Suchan mines; guarding the railroad between 
Spasskoe and llssuri are 6 companies and a machinc gun section of 
the 271h Infantry and a medical detachment; along the railway frp, 
Verkne Udinsk to Mysovaya are 5 infantry companies, HQ,MQ 
company, a supply company, and a machine gun company all Gom 
the 27"' Infantry along with a medical detachment. 'These 
deployments remained essentially unchanged, with the exception 
of the withdrawal from the Suchan mine district, until the 
American withdrawal in January 1920 

20 August Withdrawal of American troops from Suchan mine area following 
several intense engagements completed 

24 October Cossack leader Gregory Semenov stops American train hound for 
Omsk in Chita and attempts to "requisition" 15000 rifles. Standoff 
nearly results in battle between Cossack, Japanese, and American 
forces 

15 November Kolchak's capital in Omsk falls to Iled forces 

16 Novcmher Czech General Radola Gaida leads revolt against Kolchak rcgime 

18 November Gaida's rebellion defeated 



31 December 

1920 	 17 January 

31 January 

6 February 

1 April 

23 May 

31 August 

1922 October 

American forces receive orders to withdraw and outlying garrisons 
begin concentrating in Vladivostok 

First American units sail from Vladivostok to Manila 

Anti-Kolchak coup overthrows General Romnov in Vladivostok. 
Zcmstvo government now in chargc 

Admiral Kolchak caught trying to flee Siberia and is turned over to 
lled troops. Military court finds him guilty and hc is shot the next 
day 

HQ h E F  in Siberia and all remaining units depart fiom 
Vladivostok For Manila 

Last Czech contingent leaves Vladivostok 

War Department ollicially disbands AEF in Siheria 

I m t  Japanese troops withdraw from Siberia 
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